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LetP=knE/p”Z, let_A=P[g,,g,],, where g, and g, are coefficients of the 
elliptic curve: Y* = 4X3 - g,X - g, over a finite field and A = g: - 27g: and let 
_B = A [X, Yl/(Y’ - 4X’ + g,X $ gJ. Then the p-adic cohomology theory will be 
applied to compute explicitly the zeta matrices of the elliptic curves, induced by the 
pth power map on the free At oz Q-module H’(X,_A +@m Q). Main results are; 
Theorem 1.1: X*dY and YdX are basis elements for H’@,I’-f(X)+@zQ): 
Theorem 1.2: YdX, X2 dY, Y-’ dX, Y-* dX and XY-* dX are basis elements for 
H’@ - (Y = 0), r,*(X)+ Oz Q), where _X is a lifting of X, and all the necessary 
recursive formulas for this explicit computation are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
The p-adic cohomology theories, which have been developed in 14-71 
enable one to compute explicitly the zeta matrices (therefore zeta functions, 
see [ 6, p. 4441) of all the elliptic curves 
Y2 =4x3 -g,x-g3, A=g;-27g:#O, 
over a finite field, with g, and g, only in their entries of the zeta matrices 
with some growth condition, whose existence has been established in [6]. 
Let F be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue class field k, 
containing Z/pE, maximal ideal M and a quotient field K of characteristic 
zero. Let d be an @-algebra and let A = _A @I~ k. 
* This work was done during the visit at West Virginia University and East Carolina 
University, 1979-80 and 1980-81, respectively and as subject classification (1980) Primary 
14GlO. 14F30, Secondary lOBlO, 14K07. A.M.S. 
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Let 8 be a prescheme over @, 6, the structure sheaf of & ru) the sheaf 
of b-differentials of @, and r$@) the exterior algebra of ru). Then let 
r:(X) be the sheaf of@,-modules together with a map of sheaves of _A- 
modules: 
and rf, = r;(X)/@ . d”,4, where P . d”_A is the sheaf of d-submodules of 
global- sections of the sheaf of e-differentials ra) generated by 
doA = {global sections d”(f), fE _A ) and let r,*(X) be the quasi-coherent 
sheaf of differential graded A-algebra over the p&cheme X and we define 
r;cx>+ = r,.j ($1 c3ep,+ 
for all non-negative integers i. 
DEFINITION 0.1. Let X be a prescheme over the ring A which is simple 
and proper over the ring A. Then the prescheme X is said to be liftable over 
_A if and only if there exists a prescheme _X which is simple and proper over 
the ring _A and such that X is A-isomorphic to _X X, A. 
THEOREM 0.2. Let L be the category such that the objects in L are 
preschemes X which are offinite presentation, simple, proper over the ring A 
and liftable over Spec@ ), the maps in L are the maps of preschemes over A. 
Then there is a contravariant functor, _A ’ Op Q-adic cohomology, from the 
category L into the category of skew-commutative graded locally free 
At am Q-modules: 
for all non-negative integer h and if a prescheme 8 over _A is a lifting of the 
prescheme X over A, then there is induced a canonical isomorphism: 
for all non-negative integer h. 
Remarks 0.3.1. It has been proved in [S] that Theorem 0.2 holds true in 
more general settings, i.e., without assuming X being proper and liftable over 
_A ; nor tensoring with @z Q. The above version of the theorem was done in a 
Harvard Seminar by Saul Lubkin in 1969-1970. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the one in [5] and uses the 
generalized cohomology theory developed in [4]. 
Suppose F :_A --+_A is a ring homomorphism which maps fl into itself such 
that the induced map Ared + Ared is the pth power map. Then, case 1; X is 
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simple and proper over Ared and liftable over Spec@), then Hh(X,-At @z Q) 
is locally free of finite rank as _A’ @z Q-module (proved by Saul Lubkin in 
the Harvard Seminar 1969-70 and also in [ 81). Therefore the hth zeta 
endomorphism Wh of Hh(X, _A ’ QZ 0) can be expressed by a square matrix 
with coefficients in _A’ @z Q uniquely up to Ft @z Q-similarity ([6, 
Example 2, p. 443 J), which is called the hth zeta matrix of the algebraic 
family X over Ared with coefficients in _A’ @z Q, case 2: X is polynomially 
properly embeddable in Ared ([6, Definition 2, p. 4421) then one can define 
the zeta endomorphism of the lifted p-adic homology with compact supports 
(see [6] and the forthcoming paper 121). A zeta matrix of the elliptic curve 
looks like 
(0.4) 
and notice that, as we will observe after Eqs. (2.4.1)’ and (2.4.2)‘, the 
infinite sums in Eq. (0.4) are p-adically convergent, in fact, that 
Q, and Q:j are divisible by p’,j = 1, 2, 
all integers i > 0. 
Recall the zeta function of elliptic curve X: Y*Z = 4X3 - g,XZ* - g, Z3 
over a finite field of order pr is given by 
1 -aTfp’T’ 
Zx(T)= (1 - T)(l -p’T)’ a E L. 
Therefore the integer a = the trace of 
( wl)‘r-’ , ( wl)“-: . . . ( wl)” . wl 
(see [6, pp. 45&453]). 
l.Two THEOREMS FOR THE EXPLICIT COMPUTATION 
OF ZETA MATRICES OF ELLIPTIC CURVES 
THEOREM 1.1. Let P = l+im,(E/p”Z), p # 2, 3, be the ring of p-adic 
integers and let A = g: - 27g:, where g, and g, are the coefficients of the 
elliptic curve: Y* = 4X3 - g,X - g, over a Jnitefield of order p’ (r > 1). Let 
A =fl[g*~g,lAr let B =_A [X, Y]/(Y2 - 4X3 + g,x + gJ and let 
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& = Spec(B). Then the first hypercohomology HI@, r:(X)’ BE 0) is a free 
At mH Q-module of rank two and we can take basis elements for this free 
jf Oh Q-module to be b, = Y dX and b, = XY dX. 
Proof There exists the first spectral sequence of hypercohomology ([ 5, 
Chap. I. Sect. 2, p. 1181) starting with: 
E’,.j = H’@, r;(&)+) 
with its abutment the 1 st hypercohomology HI@, Z-,*(X)+). But since X is 
an afftne scheme. we have: 
E’d = 0 
I for j# 0 
= Ho@, r;(X)+) for j = 0. 
Since we have that this spectral sequence degenerates, i.e., 
(1.0) 
Therefore Eiqo is isomorphic to the abutment H’(X,rf(X)+). Since 
_X= Spec@I) is afftne, we have 
E:,’ = coke@+ -% ri @Z)+) E H’(& I’,*(X)+). 
For the elements Xj and YX’, j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., in the ring B, we have 
d(Xj) = jX’- ’ dX, j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
d( YXj) = Xj dY + jYXj- ’ dX, j = 0, 1, 2,.. . . 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
By the definition 4 =_A [X, Y]/(Y* - 4X3 + g,X + gj), so we see that 
B = _A [X] @ _A [X] Y. Therefore, 
2YdY= (12X2 -g,)dX 
and 
I-#)=A[X] dX@_A(X] YdX@_A[X] dY. (1.2)’ 
Hence we are reduced to consider the following types of elements of r:@): 
type (a) X’ dX, type (b) X’Y dX, type (c) Xi dY, where i is a non-negative 
integer. By (1.2) in the above it suffices to show that b, and b, generate the 
elements of type (b) in T:(B). 
By (1.2), X’dY--8-l dX, we have XidY=Xi-3X3 dY for i> 3. 
(Here the notation - means “cohomologous.“) Replacing X3 by 
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($)(Y’ + g,X + g3), then we have 4X’ dY = X’-3Yz dY + g,X’-* dY + 
g,xi-3 dY. Substitute YdY = (i)(12X2 - g2) dX in the first term of the 
right-hand side, then change i to i + 1 and finally use 4X”’ dY = 
d(4X’+’ Y) - (4i + 4) X’Y dX. Then we obtain a recursive formula 
1 
X’YdX=p 
4i+ 10 
dY-g3X’-2 dY . 
Substitute 
and 
Xi-‘dY=d(X’-‘Y)-(i- 1)X’-*YdX 
in (1.3) then we obtain 
X’YdX= 1 /g,(i-r)XiP2YdX+g3(i-2)X”YdXi (1.4) 
4i+ 10 
for i>3 and XYdX=b, and X2YdXw(g2/12)b,. X*YdX can be 
computed as follows: Since d(YX3) =X3 dY + 3YX2 dX w 0, we have 
3YX* dX - X3 dY = (3/2) YX2 dX - (g2/8) Y dX + g,X dY. (The equality is 
a consequence of (1.2)’ and Y2 = 4X3 - g,X -g3.) Hence YX2 dX is 
cohomologous to (g,/12) b, . The generation of the 1 st hypercohomology 
H,(X,I’T,*(X)+@, Q) by the elements b, and b, follows from the recursive 
formula (1.4) for i > 3. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let F, A, _A, IJ, and 8 be as in Theorem 1.1 and let B’ = 
_A [X, Y, P]/(Y2 - 4x3 + g,x + g3). Then the 1 st hypercohomology 
H’(J - (Y = 0), I’,*(X)+ Brn a) is a free _A’ Or Q-module of rankfive and we 
can take as basis elements 6, = Y dX (or b; = XdY), b; = X’dY (or 
6, = XYdX), b, = Y-’ dX, b, = Y-’ dX and b, = XYm2 dX, where g, # 1. 
Remark 1.3.1. Notice that the codimension of the closed subset (Y = 0) 
in J? = _A [X, Y]/(Y2 - 4X3 + g,X + g3) is one, which is regularly embedded 
in X = Spec@) (141) therefore the relative hypercohomology ([4]): 
H’(&,_X-(Y=O),l-,*@)+)=O. 
Hence we have the exact sequence 
O~H’(&I’;@)+)~H’@-(Y=O),F’;(X)+)’H’@,$-(Y=O), 
q.J,‘) + 0. 
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By the canonical class Theorem in [6, Proposition 51, we have an 
isomorphism 
and H’((Y = 0), I’,*(X)‘) is isomorphic to _A [X1/(1, X, X2) since (Y = 0) = 
Spec@ [X1/(4X” - g,X - g, = 0)). Hence we have the cummutative diagram 
o~H’CX,rT,*Cx)+o,Q)-,H’CX-(Y=O),r~Cx)tOrQ) 
I JJ I 
Jl 
O+ @+)*@,Q -+ CA+>’ OH Q 
-+ HO((Y = O), r,*(x)+ BP a> + 0 
I 
0 
-i @+)3@ZQ+0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We need to consider the following three types of 
elements in rf4 @I’) addition to the elements of the type (a), type (b) and type 
(c) in Theorem 1.1: 
Y-j dX (4, 
for i> 1. 
Notice that 
XY-j dX (e), 
X*Y-‘dX (fh 
y-j-l dy= y-j-l . L 2 . Y-’ . (12X2 -g,)dX 
= (jX*y-j-2 dx- $. y-i-2 dx. 
But Ymjm’dY=-(l/j)d(Ypj), therefore 6X2Ypip2dX-(g,/2) Y- 
- 0, that is, 
x*y-j-2 d+ y-j-2 dx for j> 1. 
In the same manner as above, we get 
xy-j-1 dY=; y-j dx + g2xy-j-* &f + + y-j-2 dx, 
~*y~.‘-‘dY=~xy-‘d~+~,X’y~‘-*dX+~Xy~.’-*dX. 
* dX 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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We can rewrite (1.7) by using (1.5) as 
Eliminating the term XY-j-’ dX from (1.6) and (1.8) we have 
3(3jP2)g3 y-jdx+ (4-3j)g~ 
Y j 
XY-‘dX , 
I 
for j> 1. (1.9) 
where A = g: - 27g:. Eliminating the term Y .je2 dX from (1.6) and (1.8), 
6 
xy-j-2 dX=- 
A i 
d(2 -  3) y-j dx + 3g3(3j -  4) xy -j dx 
12j Y I 
3 j> 1. 
(1.10) 
In the process of getting Eqs. (1.9) and (1. lo), terms XY-‘- ’ dY and 
X2Y-j-id” are replaced by their cohomologous elements (l/j) Y-j dX and 
(2/j) XY-j dX, respectively. 
We have to take care of initial terms in (1.9) and (1.10). Letting j = 1 and 
2 in the Eq. (1.9), we have 
y~‘dx=~y-‘dx+~Xy-‘dX=~b3+~XY~‘dX, 
(1.11) 
y-4dx- 18g3 -2 -d y l%, dX-FXY-2dX=4 b, -$b5 
and from (1.10) for j= 1 and 2: 
xr3 dX = + y-1 d&k!? A Xy-‘dX=-gb,-%XY-‘dX, 
xy-Jd~=-&yY'&Y+~ 
A 
A xy-2 dX= -g:b4 +xb,; 
A A 
z 2XY-’ dX - X2Y-3 +12X’-g2)dX 
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x3 = f (Y’ + g2X + g3). we have 
=2XY-‘dX-~X.(Y’+g,X+g,)Y~‘dX+~X’Y-3dX 
+-I dx-g2x2r3 dx-;g,XY-‘dX. 
From (1.5) for j= 1, X2YP3 dX is cohomologous to (g,/12) Y- ’ dX. 
Therefore d(X*Y-‘) = (1/2)XY-’ dX- (g$‘12) Y-3 dX- (3/2)XY-” dX. 
We replace YP3 dX by the right-hand side of (1.1 l), we finally obtain 
d(X*Y-‘) = 24 =(l -g3)XYP’dX++$(l -g3) Y-‘dx. 
By the assumption g, # 1 in Theorem 1.2, we have g,XY- ’ dX - 
-(g:/18) Y-’ dX= -(g;/lS)b,. 
There are two elements X2YP ’ dX and X*Y-* dX that are not covered by 
the recursive formulas (1.9) and (1.10): Since dY=6X2Ym ‘dX- 
(g,/2) Y - ’ dX (this is well defined since it is localized at Y), it follows that 
X2 YP ’ dX - 6,. Consider 
dX (-4/p) X2 dX 
Y*(l -pX) - y2 = 
1 + (4/p) XI - 4xz . dx 
Y*(l -JIX) . 
Replace -4X” by -Y* - gz X - g, , then 
= - y* + (4/P)X2 -g*x+ (1 -gs) dx 
Y*(l -pX) 
=(I -g3) Y-2dX+pXY-2dX+p2X2Y~2dX+ \‘ pkXkY-2dX 
ky3 
-g2 \‘ pkXk+‘YP2 dX 
ky2 
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since 
K‘ (p”/n)X” +X - 0 - 
n>2 1 
={p2V -g3)+(4/p)-pPg2}X2Y-2dX+(1 -g,)b, 
+ (~(1 -g3) -g2) b, + (1 -g3) \’ pkXkYP2 dX 
ky3 
+ x pkxk+3 Y-2 dX-g, \’ pkXk+‘Y-2 dX. 
k>O ky2 
On the other hand, we have 
dX 
Y2(1 -pX) 
= Y-~(I +px+p2X2 + ... )dX 
= b, +pb, +p’X’Y-‘dX+ \’ pkXkY-2 dX. 
kx3 
Therefore, 
g,b, + (gz fix,) b, + (pg, +p2gJX2Y-* dx 
= \‘ ((1 -g3)pk +pk-3 -g2pkP’)XkY-2dX. 
ky3 
To conclude that X2YP2 dX is generated by b, and b,, we must prove the 
recursive formulas (2.5.1) and (2.5.2). This will be done in Section 2 below. 
2. RECURSIVE FORMULAS FOR THE EXPLICIT COMPUTATION 
OF ZETA MATRICES OF ELLIPTIC CURVES 
Recall A =@‘[g,,g,],, where A = gi - 27gi and c” = @ Z/p”& the ring 
of p-adic integers. One can define an P-endomorphism Ft : _A ‘--f _A ’ such that 
F(g,) = &‘, F(g3) = g; inducing the endomorphism H’(F, f) of the free 
_A+ @r Q-module 
(see Introduction), wheref is the pth power endomorphism of the prescheme 
X = Spec(A[X, Y]/(Y2 = 4X3 + g,X + g3)) over Z/pi!!. 
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Consider the diagram 
o-tHLCX,,T,*Cx)+o”Q)-H’CX-(Y=O),T,*Cx)+o”a) 
I 
H’WI) 
I 
H’W.f)’ (2-l) 
o-H’CX,,T,*CX)+O,Q)jH’CX-(Y=o),r,*CX)+O,Q), 
where H’(F,f)’ is induced by the endomorphsm H’(F,f) restricted to 
_X-(Y=O). Since X-(Y=O)=Spec(B’), where B’=_A[X,Y,Y-‘I/ 
(Y*-4X3+g2X+g3), letJ:B’+B’ such thatf(X)=XP and let 
f(Y) = yp (z. (‘i’)(q)> 
where (2.2)’ 
(‘{‘)=+ (+--I)... (+--i+ I), 
where u = (4X3 - g,X - g3)p and -p’l.: = 4X3P - g;xp - g; - (4x3 - 
g,X - g3)p so that f@, Q =fmay induce the pth power endomorphism of X 
over Z/pZ. In order to determine the zeta matrix of elliptic curves we need to 
write F(b,) and F(b,) as linear combinations of b, and b, with coeffkients in 
_A’ Or Q, where b, and b, are basis elements of the free _A’ Or Q-module 
H’(X, ri($)+ oz C4) in Theorem 1.1. 
We have the equations 
H’(F,f)(b,) = H’(F,f)(YdX) =pXp-if(Y) dX, 
(2.3) 
H’(F,j-)(b,) = H’(F,f)(XY dX) = pX*‘- ‘J-(Y) dX. 
By the definition of (2.2), 
fflRf)(b,) = {F. ( 1;2 )pX”‘Y” [$ji dX 
and 
H’(F,f)(b,) = 1 
i>O 
(2.4) 
pXzp-‘Yp (G)r dX. 
’ Intuitively f( Y): d4Xlp - g:x’ -g:. 
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Equation (2.4) can be written explicitly as 
112 H’(F,f)(b,) = \‘ i pxp- ‘YpY-2pr 
i20 t i 
x (4X”P - g;xp - gt; - yQ)i dx, (2.4.1) 
112 H’(F,f)(b,) = \‘ i px’” m’YDYp’p’ 
i>O i ) 
x (4X”p - g;X” -g; - Y2p)i dx. (2.4.2) 
as -pT/u = Yp’p(4X3p - g;Xp - g$’ - Y’“), where T is the polynomial in X, 
g, and g, of total degree 3p, described after Eq. (2.2) above. To expand the 
right-hand sides of (2.4.1) and (2.4.2), we need to have recursive formulas 
for the terms 
x2/y-~” dx and X2/~ ‘y-” dx for I> 0, n > 0. 
The following recursive formulas have been obtained (see Note 2.7 for 
proofs): 
Y-” dX 
+ &‘g3 ----Yy”dX 
12’- ’ 
. (2.5.2) 
By repeated use of Eqs. (2.5.1), (2.5.2), (1.9) and (1.10), we see that there 
are polynomials C&, Q;,i,j = 1, 2, 3.4, 5 in gz, g, and d -’ recursively deter- 
mined for each integer i > 1 as follows: Qii. j= 1, 2, 3,4, 5: Q(i, 
j= 1,2,3,4.5; such that 
112 
c i i 
pxP-J yPy-2pi(4x3p -g;Xp-g;- Y2")idX= (' Qi;bi, 
,-I 
(2.4.1)’ 
PX ~P~‘YPY~~P~(~x~P,~~~~xP-~~- yIP)idX= (. ,11 Qijb,j. (2.4.2)’ 
And since the sums in Eqs. (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) converge p-adically, we have 
also that Qii + 0, Qb + 0 p-adically as i-t co, j= 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. (In fact, that 
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Qii and Q; are divisible by pi, for i > 0.) Also, by Theorem 1.2, Qii and Q/,, 
i > 0, 1 >j> 5, are uniquely determined by Eqs. (2.4.1)’ and (2.4.2)‘, 
respectively. Then, by Eqs. (2.2.1) and (2.4.2), we have that 
H’(F,f)(b,)= \’ (Qilb, + Qizb, + Qi3b3 + Qi4’4 + Qi,‘5)’ (2.6.1) 
i>O 
~'(F,f)(b,) = \' (Q;,b, + Qr2b2 + Qj,b, + Q,,b, + Q,,b,). (2.6.2) 
ITO 
Note 2.7. In H’(F,f)(b,), the term with i= 0 is given by pXp-‘YpdX. 
Putp=2n+ 1 (n> l),then 
pXpP1YpdX=pX2”Y2”YdX 
=pX2”(4X3 -g,X-g,)” YdX 
=pX’“YdX s 
t 
& (4X3)q (-g2wr c-g,)‘) 
= \‘ pn!4P(-g2)’ (-g3)’ X3q+j-+2nYa 
q+;-;r=Pl q! r! s! 
Hence the recursive formula (1.3) can be used. For i = 1, we have 
pxPwyPy-2P(4x3P -g:Xp-g;- Y’“)dX 
= 2pX4P-1ypP dX-& 2 X2p-‘Y-p dX 
+-P-~y-PdX-!? 2 Xp-‘Yp dX. 
The recursive formula (1.10) can be applied for the term XYwp dx; and the 
recursive formula (1.9) for the term X2Ypp dX as it is cohomologous to 
(g,/l2) Y-p dX by (1.5). 
We give a proof of (2.5.2) (and (2.5.1)) by mathematical induction on 1. 
For I = 1, the left side of (2.5.2) is X3Y-“dX. Using X3 = i(Y’ + g,X+ g3), 
we obtain the expression on the right side. 
Next, suppose that (2.5.2) is true for I- 1, i.e., 
1 I-2 (-2 x%iyp"dx-- g2 - 4 12’2 YP”+*dX++XYP”dX 
+ g:Yg3 
12’-* 
(2.5.2)’ 
641 15’3 4 
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Then it must be shown that (2.5.2) is true for I. Multiply both sides of 
(2.5.2)’ by X2, then we have X2’+’ Y-” dX on the left side and replace the 
first and third terms on the right side X2YPn+’ ti by (g,/12) YPnt2 dX, 
X*Y-“dX by (g,/12) Y-” dX by (1.5) and the second term X3YP” dX by 
{(Y’ +g,X+g,) Y--“dX. 
Then we get the left side of (2.5.2). The proof of (2.5.1) can be given 
similarly. The computations can be carried out more explicitly for a specific 
prime and elliptic curves, e.g., p = 5 and 
Y2 =4x3 - 1, 
Y2=4X3-x. 
Qijand Q;j are computed. (See the appendix of 121.) 
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